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PROJECT SUMMARY
This project originated through a multi-state collaboration of manure management

specialists committed to promoting the value and benefits of manure to crops, soil,

and water resources among educators and farmer advisors. University Extension

has long been a model for sharing evidence-based content among peers to support

programming. Beyond university Extension, many agricultural partners, including

crop consultants, livestock farmers, commodity groups, and others, can benefit

from access to this content as they market manure to crop farmers. An online

database was developed to "crowd-source" reliable, peer-reviewed content related

to manure management for use among relevant audiences. Coupled with delivery

of professional development in the three cooperating states, the content library

was promoted for use by educators and farmer advisors.

PURPOSE OF PROJECT
Management of livestock manure according to the 4 R's of Nutrient Management

(right source, right rate, right time, right place) benefits crops, soil, and water

resources. Key objectives of the funded project included: a) improving knowledge and

confidence among Extension educators and farmer advisors; and b) providing access

to evidence-based resources to support implementation of practices that maximize

the value of manure on cropland. Figure 3.  Library logo and QR code to access content

Figure 1. AirTable user interface for the Merits of Manure library showing content sorted by media type

OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS
The Merits of Manure content library (Fig. 3)  has had nearly 350 unique visitors

since it was launched in 2021. The average time a user spends interacting with the

library is 129 seconds, a solid interaction time for a website given the industry

standard of 120 to 180 seconds. With the current structure, no tool exists for

tracking individual downloads or re-purposing of content.

This product was assembled with financial assistance from the North Central Region Sustainable Agricultural Research and Education program. NCR-SARE is one of four regional offices that run the USDA Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) program, a

nationwide grants and education program to advance sustainable innovation to American agriculture.
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METHODS

Soil health and soil quality

Economics of production and yield

Crop fertility benefits of manure

Water quality implications of manure use

On-farm research/demonstration methods

A survey of extant educational and outreach materials via general internet searches

and review of content available through the Livestock and Poultry Environmental

Learning Community identified five categories of content needed to support efforts

of educators and advisors to promote manure use in cropping systems :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Types of content assembled included: social media content, videos, research

summaries, peer-reviewed research and extension publications, decision support

tools, podcasts, etc.

Airtable   (Fig. 1) was chosen to house the content, as it is designed to create low-

code databases, offers flexibility in display and searchability of content, and can be

embedded into websites.

Each piece of content is associated with an individual entry card (Fig. 2) that includes

keywords and text descriptions to support searchability, a downloadable file or link to

published content, a suggestion for utilizing content, and recommended text (with

#hashtags and @profile mentions) for posting content on social media.

Figure 2. Single entry card for a piece of content

Library administrators continue to pursue improvements and additions to the

library content, improvements in user experience, and increased awareness of the

tool among potential users. Contributions of content to the library can be

submitted for review via a Google Form by visiting lpelc.org/value-of-manure-library.

Examples of content available
from the Merits of Manure
library

Infographics suitable for social media posts and printed cards Refereed research articles Recordings of monthly LPELC webinars Press articles Blogs, podcasts, etc. YouTube videos

http://sare.thinkcreative.com/

